Visor Disguiser Installation Instructions

Prep: Armor All or similar interior products that have been applied to original visor labels need to be removed
using rubbing alcohol or a similar cleaner. Avoid hot solvents that may damage the existing labels.
Vinyl graphics do not adhere well in cold weather. Be sure to apply in temperatures of 50 degrees Fahrenheit
or more, or pre-warm the vehicle before installation.
1. Starting at one corner, slowly peel the entire graphic and carrier sheet off the white backing paper.
Be careful not to let the adhesive side of the graphic accidentally bend or fold over onto itself.
2. Firmly grasping the clear carrier sheet at each end, begin to align the graphic over top the existing warning
labels. Note which side you want facing “up” (right side up from your point of view when driving or when the
visors are down and viewed from the outside).
3. Lower the vinyl graphic onto the existing label while keeping it aligned. Make sure none of the existing
warning label shows around the edges. Don’t worry if you’re slightly misaligned. At this point the graphics can
be pulled back with a quick motion (which helps avoid stretching) and you can try to align them again.
4. Using your fingernail, squeegee or similar object, burnish the vinyl down starting from the middle and
working to the outside. Start lightly, but don’t be afraid to put some pressure on the vinyl on the next
burnishing. If you don’t feel the vinyl has adhered well enough, burnish a third time with more pressure.
5. Peel the clear carrier sheet off the visor and vinyl, keeping the carrier sheet peeled flat over top of itself at a
180 degree angle. If the vinyl begins to peel up easily, re-burnish and let sit for 1-2 hours before trying to peel
again.
6. Finish peeling the clear carrier sheet and you’re done!

Questions, comments or concerns? Let us know:
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